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Process Paper:
Prior to writing my paper, I did not know anything about the PATCO labor dispute.  I

knew of it but nothing more until August 3, 2021—the fortieth anniversary of the strike—when I
heard a story about it on NPR.  A former controller was talking about how he regretted striking;
the strike had ruined his life, the lives of his co-workers, and the lives of other workers ever
since.  He said that considering the damage it caused to the rest of organized labor, it really was
not worth it.  I was immediately struck by his tragic story and started researching more.  I learned
about the decades of building antagonism between controllers and supervisors, the months-long
failed negotiations between the FAA and controllers, and the catalytic effect it had on labor’s
decline.

I started my research by looking through websites and exploring journal analyses of the
strike.  I then read the book The Air Controllers’ Controversy which helped me understand
controllers’ perspective and Reagan’s hostility. I read Collision Course which was immensely
helpful in analyzing primary sources that I did not have access to as well as deciphering
historical nuances.  The New York Times Archive was also especially valuable in providing
information on general public opinion of the strike during 1981.  Using these resources, I wrote
an outline for my paper and started writing.

The 1981 PATCO strike has had extraordinary impacts on today’s society but it’s a
forgotten, little known part of history that should be remembered and understood—regardless of
which side of the picket line is deemed right.  Whenever I do a project on a niche part of history,
I am surprised I never knew about it before; it seems unbelievable that I used to not care about
unions or Reagan.  I think learning about history, spending months on an academic,
extracurricular project really connects us to the topic’s current relevance.  I’ll hear about some
story on the news about a union, teacher’s pay, or right to work contention and automatically
think about PATCO’s impact on organized labor.

Studies show a direct correlation between decreased union membership and increased
economic inequality.  Striking is a singularly persuasive instrument that empowers workers.
There is no leverage like the ability to take away vital services, but unions have become so afraid
of being fired and replaced that they do not strike.  Today’s workers are in a unique position.
With a pro-union president and a growing movement to ensure that the economy is for more than
just businessmen on Wall Street, unions have a chance to make the real change for the first time
in many, many years.  The pandemic has both spotlighted and accelerated issues of worker
exploitation.  I think that although the PATCO strike caused irreversible damage to the labor
movement, unions finally have a chance to come back, make change, and launch a new era of
economic equality that prioritizes the people over corporate greed.  PATCO’s past is prologue,
and there’s still a chance for labor to rebound.
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“Our past is prologue.”

- Jack Maher, PATCO co-founder, letter to 1981 strikers1

Introduction

In 1962, President Kennedy issued Executive Order 10988, permitting the first

public-sector unions to organize and negotiate with federal agencies.  However, these unions

were banned from bargaining over what mattered most to them: wages, hours, and retirement.

Furthermore, the order forbade the use of labor’s most powerful weapon—the strike.2

The Professional Air Traffic Controllers Organization (PATCO) was a federal labor union

primarily consisting of white, working-class veterans.  Throughout its 13 year existence, PATCO

made remarkable progress for controllers, but still felt marginalized by their supervising agency,

the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA).  By 1981, after months of fruitless negotiations and

decades of animosity between controllers and the FAA, the union stood up one final time;

PATCO ceased settlement attempts, went on a doomed strike, and all strikers were immediately

fired, resulting in the union's collapse.3

As the first offensive in the corporate war against America’s middle class, the PATCO

strike was a watershed moment in U.S. labor history.4 The unprecedented hostility against

PATCO pushed employers toward aggressive strikebreaking and caused a generational decrease

4 Jon Schawrz, "The Murder of the U.S. Middle Class Began 40 Years Ago This Week," The
Intercept, last modified August 6, 2021, accessed October 13, 2021,
https://theintercept.com/2021/08/06/middle-class-reagan-patco-strike/.

3 McCartin, Collision Course, 287.

2 Exec. Order No. 10988, 3 C.F.R. 1211 (1962). Accessed December 28, 2021.
https://www.flra.gov/system/files/webfm/FLRA%20Agency-wide/50th%20Anniversary%20EO
%2010988/Executive%20Order%2010988.pdf;  Lluis Rodríguez and Jon Las Heras, "Striking to
Renew: Basque Unions' Organizing Strategies and Use of the Strike-Fund,'' An International
Journey of Employment Relations 59, no. 3 (December 30, 2020): accessed December 27, 2021,
https://doi.org/10.1111/bjir.12582.

1 Joseph Anthony McCartin, Collision Course: Ronald Reagan, the Air Traffic Controllers, and
the Strike That Changed America (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011), 359.
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in unions’ willingness to strike.  The diplomatic failures during controllers’ fiercely-debated

contract negotiations still echo today, suppressing current unions, transforming modern

perceptions of collective bargaining, and demonstrating the importance of compromise in

conflict.

PATCO’s Origins

Few people in 1981 appreciated those who practically lived in radar rooms, directed their

planes, and ensured their survival, a fact controllers demanded to change.

The U.S. was heavily reliant on their air system.  Nearly three million passengers flew

daily, generating millions of dollars for the economy.5 Deregulation caused airlines to conserve

fuel through faster departures.  Subsequently, the skies became saturated, the difficulty of

controllers’ jobs grew, and they became increasingly discontent with their working conditions.6

Controllers had extremely stressful jobs.7 They simultaneously juggled dozens of planes

and hundreds of lives and made split-second decisions while adhering to strict regulations.  This

intense responsibility often resulted in severe stress-induced medical disabilities including heart

7 The air traffic controller strike of 1981, narrated by Jon Crane, News 15, 1981, accessed
December 27, 2021, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-JZu76BeENw; Safety Management
System Manual April 2019 (Federal Aviation Administration, 2019), accessed December 27,
2021, https://www.faa.gov/air_traffic/publications/media/ATO-SMS-Manual.pdf.

6 "Deregulation: A Watershed Event," Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum, accessed
December 30, 2021,
https://airandspace.si.edu/exhibitions/america-by-air/online/jetage/jetage08.cfm; David Morgan,
"Terminal Flight: The Air Traffic Controllers' Strike of 1981," Journal of American Studies 18,
no. 2 (1984): 167, accessed October 13, 2021, https://doi.org/128.172.10.194; "The Expanding
Responsibility of the Government Air Traffic Controller," Fordham Law Review 36, no. 3
(1968): 401, accessed December 30, 2021,
https://ir.lawnet.fordham.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1931&context=flr.

5 "On the Air Traffic Controllers Strike," Encyclopedia.com, accessed December 31, 2021,
https://www.encyclopedia.com/politics/legal-and-political-magazines/air-traffic-controllers-strike
; "Air transport, passengers carried - United States," The World Bank Group, accessed January
30, 2022, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/IS.AIR.PSGR?locations=US.
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disorders and “burn-out” before controllers were eligible for retirement benefits.8 However,

controllers still loved their jobs.  Most found the risk “better than any video game.”  They were

arrogant and egotistical, but “that’s the way you had to be,” because controllers without nerve

killed people.9 Yet, despite the major roles they played in maintaining the country, these

highly-skilled workers felt unheard.

The poor relationship between controllers and the FAA magnified frustration.

Controllers worked long weeks and lacked protections.  When archaic equipment and system

defaults caused accidents, controllers were scapegoated.10 One study showed controllers felt an

“intense and chronic feeling of alienation” from heavy-handed, paramilitary managers who

dismissed their concerns (Appendix A).11

11 The New York Times, last modified August 9, 1981, accessed January 1, 2022,
https://www.nytimes.com/1981/08/09/us/controller-faa-clash-tied-to-personalities.html?searchRe

10 "U.S. to Study Air Controller Policies," The New York Times (New York City), July 22, 1969,
78, accessed January 4, 2022,
https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1969/07/22/90116848.html?pageNumber=78.

9 Jonathon King, "ONE STRIKE AND YOU'RE OUT THOUSANDS OF CAREERS
CRASH-LANDED WHEN RONALD REAGAN FIRED STRIKING AIR-TRAFFIC
CONTROLLERS IN 1981. WITH TODAY'S MANPOWER SHORTAGE, DOES THE
LIFETIME BAN ON THEIR RETURN TO THE CONTROL TOWER STILL MAKE
SENSE?," Sun Sentinel, last modified August 4, 1991, accessed December 27, 2021,
https://www.sun-sentinel.com/news/fl-xpm-1991-08-04-9101290339-story.html;  Timothy Egan,
"Air Traffic Controllers Fight Stress and Savor It," The New York Times (New York City, NY),
February 10, 1991, national edition, sec. 1, accessed December 27, 2021,
https://www.nytimes.com/1991/02/10/us/air-traffic-controllers-fight-stress-and-savor-it.html?sea
rchResultPosition=3.

8 Studs Terkel, "Jim Paulei of PATCO discusses the air traffic controller's strike and describes a
day on the job," October 5, 1981, in Studs Terkel, podcast, audio, 49:58, accessed December 27,
2021,
https://studsterkel.wfmt.com/programs/jim-paulei-patco-discusses-air-traffic-controllers-strike-a
nd-describes-day-job?t=482.639%2C489.25&a=OrWhetIts%2COfHumaBein;  Sylvia Tesh,
"THE POLITICS OF STRESS: THE CASE OF AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL," International
Journal of Health Services 14, no. 4 (1984): 1, accessed December 27, 2021,
https://www.jstor.org/stable/45131592?seq=1#metadata_info_tab_contents; Professional Air
Traffic Controllers Organization, Why We Were Forced to Strike, 3, accessed December 27, 2021,
https://digitalcollections.library.gsu.edu/digital/collection/PATCO/id/77965/rec/25; Arthur B.
Shostak and David Skocik, The Air Controllers' Controversy: Lessons from the PATCO Strike
(Lincoln, NE: Authors Choice Press, 2006), 23, 26.
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Collective anger at these unique pressures formed powerful bonds amid controllers,

eventually leading them to organize into an official union, PATCO.12 In the 13 years between its

inception and the strike, PATCO conducted several sickouts and slowdowns—technically illegal

job actions but not the ultimate strike—and won extraordinary benefits such as dues checkoffs,

retirement programs, and higher pay grades.

FAA-controller relationships only further deteriorated with these job actions; controllers

still felt neglected while the FAA resented PATCO for the criticism they received.13 Intensifying

this was an influx of younger, more aggressive controllers entering the FAA after serving in

Vietnam.  The union’s militants became a majority, and PATCO’s progress was forgotten.14 By

1978, controllers wanted a real strike.  This, combined with the increasingly clear fact that only

greater leverage could win anything significant during the 1981 contract negotiations, forced

action.15

PATCO started strike preparations.  Leaders concluded 80% of all controllers needed to

strike to paralyze the air system.16 They had a challenging job; 60% of members would not

16 McCartin, Collision Course, 224.

15 McCartin, Collision Course, 192, 201;  Allen Snyder v. Michael R. Lemov, 337 Bankr. D.D.C.
(United States Bankruptcy Court Dec. 22, 1982). Accessed December 31, 2021.
https://casetext.com/case/in-re-profess-air-traffic-controllers-organ; McCartin, Collision Course,
87, 173, 222.

14 Joseph Anthony McCartin, Collision Course: Ronald Reagan, the Air Traffic Controllers, and
the Strike That Changed America (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011), 192, 201.

13 Herbert R. Northrup, "The Rise and Demise of Patco," International Labor Relations Review
37, no. 2 (January 1, 1984): 169, 171, 172, accessed December 31, 2021,
https://doi.org/10.1177/001979398403700201.

12 Steven E. Durnin, "The Professional Air Traffic Controllers Strike: A Retrospective Analysis"
(master's thesis, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University - Daytona Beach, 1994), 22, accessed
December 30, 2021,
https://commons.erau.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=https://www.google.com/&httpsredir=1&
article=1065&context=db-theses.

sultPosition=10; Richard W. Hurd and Jill K. Kriesky, "'The Rise and Demise of PATCO'
Reconstructed," Industrial and Labor Relations Review 40, no. 1 (October 1986): 3, accessed
January 4, 2022, https://doi.org/10.1177/001979398604000109.
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strike for even “their most cherished demands,” and many were reluctant to break their federal

employees’ oath renouncing strikes.  To reach 80%, activists spent the next three years

radicalizing controllers, often proclaiming the only illegal strikes were unsuccessful and PATCO

was “not a union,” but a religion.17 Soon, the movement developed its own uncontrollable

momentum.

By 1980, 69% of controllers favored striking.18 However, all these preparations

completely disregarded federal strikes’ illegality and that the government would not tolerate such

obvious violations of the law.19

Labor in 1980s America

The strike occurred at perhaps the most vulnerable moment for American workers since

the Great Depression.  1981 began a tumultuous decade characterized by economic downturn

and rising anti-labor sentiment.20 With the emergence of a global economy, companies could

produce inexpensive goods overseas without concerns of unions.  This caused soaring

20 Morgan, "Terminal Flight," 165.

19 Richard Witkin, "F.A.A. Warns Controllers About Threatened Strike," The New York Times,
last modified May 30, 1981, accessed January 1, 2022,
https://www.nytimes.com/1981/05/30/us/faa-warns-controllers-about-threatened-strike.html?sear
chResultPosition=12; Richard Witkin, "WHITE HOUSE WARNS FLIGHT CONTROLLERS,"
The New York Times, last modified June 19, 1981, accessed January 2, 2022,
https://www.nytimes.com/1981/06/19/us/white-house-warns-flight-controllers.html?searchResult
Position=7.

18 Jonathan Fuerbringer, "Militant Controller Chief: Robert Edmund Poli," The New York Times,
last modified August 4, 1981, accessed January 1, 2022,
https://www.nytimes.com/1981/08/04/us/man-in-the-news-militant-controller-chief-robert-edmo
nd-poli.html?searchResultPosition=1; McCartin, Collision Course, 226.

17 McCartin, Collision Course, 225.
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unemployment and amplified employers’ ability to exploit workers.  Consequently, any job

openings, regardless of their origins, were highly coveted.21

Silent conservatives had been galvanized by progressive policies.  Free market principles

and libertarianism were growing.  The ongoing Cold War made capitalism an important part of

the American identity and encouraged anti-socialist domestic policies that hurt unions.22 As a

popular presidential candidate, Republican Ronald Reagan appealed to these sentiments.

Most unions opposed Reagan in the 1980 presidential elections, viewing him bitterly

anti-labor.23 However, PATCO initially had several reasons to support him.  Reagan was a

former Hollywood union president where he led several strikes.24 He championed striking Polish

workers’ cause and unions’ right to collective bargaining. 25 Additionally, seeking PATCO’s

endorsement, Reagan wrote to the union that his administration “would bring about a spirit of

cooperation” with controllers.  He pledged to “take whatever steps necessary” to improve

25 Ronald Reagan, Ronald Reagan In Support of Unions and Collective Bargaining., 1980,
accessed December 27, 2021, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HsHXJr8tqP0&t=7s.

24 Here's Why Reaganomics is so Controversial, produced by History.com Editors, A&E
Television Networks, accessed December 26, 2021,
https://www.history.com/topics/us-presidents/heres-why-reaganomics-is-so-controversial-video;
CBS Interactive, "Union leader and buster Ronald Reagan to be inducted in Labor Hall of
Honor," CBS News, last modified August 24, 2017, accessed December 27, 2021,
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/union-leader-and-buster-ronald-reagan-to-be-inducted-in-labor-
hall-of-honor/;  David McGrath, "McGrath: What Trump shares with Reagan, the Teflon
president," Chicago Tribune, last modified March 22, 2017, accessed December 26, 2021,
https://www.chicagotribune.com/suburbs/daily-southtown/opinion/ct-sta-mcgrath-column-st-032
3-20170322-story.html.

23 Edward Walsh, "Washington Post," Washington Post, September 5, 1980, accessed December
30, 2021,
https://www.washingtonpost.com/archive/politics/1980/09/05/president-picks-up-endorsement-of
-afl-cio/459eaa12-a47c-4d23-8929-c6fd9fc1f6d5/.

22 John Green, The Rise of Conservatism, Arizona State University, 2013, accessed April 12,
2022, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OCrxD19DHA8.

21 McCartin, Collision Course, 343; Robert W. Bednarzik, Marilyn A. Hewson, and Michael A.
Urquhart, The employment situation in 1981: new recession takes its toll, accessed December 26,
2021, https://www.bls.gov/opub/mlr/1982/03/art1full.pdf.
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working conditions.26 With this seemingly unbreakable written vow, boosted by frustration with

the incumbent administration’s FAA, PATCO divided the labor movement and endorsed Reagan,

a move they would soon regret.27

Failed Diplomacy

Reagan won the election.  He appointed transportation secretary Drew Lewis, a

sympathetic politician, to head PATCO’s contract negotiations while union president Robert Poli

led PATCO.28 The talks were critical to all organized labor, setting the tone for future

negotiations under Reagan.

Talks opened February 12, 1981.  PATCO expected large gains; they had publicized strike

plans and were optimistic from Reagan’s letter.  Poli began with high demands like $10,000

salary raises and a 32-hour workweek to match international counterparts.29 Citing EO 10988’s

nonnegotiable stipulations, government negotiators refused, but PATCO only responded, “We’ll

work it out on the picket lines.”  One estimate claimed PATCO’s originally proposed package

29 "On the Air Traffic," Encyclopedia.com; Mitchelle J. Notis, "In Defense of PATCO," Journal
of Air Law and Commerce 47, no. 2 (1982): 3, accessed January 1, 2022,
https://scholar.smu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=2338&context=jalc.

28 Jeff Gammage, "Drew Lewis, former U.S. transportation secretary, dies," The Philadelphia
Inquirer, last modified February 12, 2016, accessed December 31, 2021,
https://www.inquirer.com/philly/news/20160213_Drew_Lewis__former_U_S__Transportation_
Secretary__84.html; Joseph Anthony McCartin, Collision Course: Ronald Reagan, the Air
Traffic Controllers, and the Strike That Changed America (New York: Oxford University Press,
2011), 225.

27 The New York Times; "Calling Bob Poli," Collision Course (blog), entry posted June 17,
2012, accessed January 4, 2022,
http://mccartin-collisioncourse.blogspot.com/2012/06/calling-bob-poli.html.

26 Ronald Wilson Reagan to Robert Edmund Poli, October 20, 1980, accessed December 30,
2021,
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2012/7/9/1107835/-Remembering-Reagan-s-Sweet-Little-Lie-t
o-the-Air-Traffic-Controllers.
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cost $770 million.30 However, others predicted a strike would cost the economy $150 million

daily, so the government was willing to compromise.31

After months of fruitless debate where federal negotiators avoided discussion of key

demands, PATCO decided to act, believing progress could only be made if the government

realized their strike threat was serious.  At PATCO’s national convention on May 23, Poli

announced controllers would strike on June 22 if an acceptable contract was not presented by

then, prompting thunderous applause.32

Once PATCO declared a strike deadline, Lewis convinced Reagan to offer controllers a

$40 million contract with extremely generous, precedent-setting concessions including 11.3%

salary increases—over double other federal employees’ wages.33 Nevertheless, Poli refused;

rather than closing negotiations, it only reinforced PATCO’s belief that their strike threat was

working and pushing talks further would get them more.

On June 21, the two sides reconvened, and Lewis tried one last time.  Negotiations

continued through midnight though Poli clearly would not settle.  Meanwhile, controllers

nationwide gathered at local PATCO headquarters for the headcount.  Yet, despite estimates

anticipating the necessary 80%, they ended with only 75%; there could be no strike.  Poli was

forced to compromise.  However, Lewis restrained federal negotiators from retracting previously

33 Cadambi, "American air-traffic," Global Nonviolent Action Database; McCartin, Collision
Course, 261; Northrup, "The Rise," 176.

32 Joseph Anthony McCartin, Collision Course: Ronald Reagan, the Air Traffic Controllers, and
the Strike That Changed America (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011), 257-260.

31 "On the Air Traffic," Encyclopedia.com.

30 Durnin, "The Professional," 31; Anjali Cadambi, "American air-traffic controllers strike for
benefits and pay, 1981," Global Nonviolent Action Database, last modified November 22, 2010,
accessed December 31, 2021,
https://nvdatabase.swarthmore.edu/content/american-air-traffic-controllers-strike-benefits-and-pa
y-1981.
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offered items, stressing diplomacy over confrontation.  With only half of 96 points settled,

negotiations eventually finished at 10:30am.34

As Poli left the meeting and was bombarded by reporters, he called the new contract

“fair” and “equitable,” expecting no trouble with member ratification.35 Poli was wrong.

Controllers were angry and unsatisfied.  They saw it as a “Band-Aid for cancer” and “not even

close to what [was] asked for,” as it was only one-fifth of their original demands.36 In reality, no

contract—no matter how favorable—could ever pacify controllers’ accumulated fury.  Poli

altered his position after learning the majority view, signifying the militant union’s growing

intractability.37

On July 30, 1981, Poli announced 95% of members voted contract rejection and made

August 3 the new strike deadline, giving the government just three days to negotiate a

settlement.38 Frustrated, Lewis reminded PATCO of federal strikes’ illegality and claimed the

38 Richard Witkin, "Tentative Air Traffic Control Pact Is Rejected by 95% of Union," The New
York Times, last modified July 30, 1981, accessed January 1, 2022,
https://www.nytimes.com/1981/07/30/us/tentative-air-control-pact-is-rejected-by-95-of-union.ht
ml?searchResultPosition=3; Richard Witkin, "Air Traffic Control Strike Deadline Is Set For
Monday as Talks Are Renewed," The New York Times, last modified August 1, 1981, accessed
January 2, 2022,
https://www.nytimes.com/1981/08/01/us/air-control-strike-deadline-is-set-for-monday-as-talks-ar
e-renewed.html?searchResultPosition=6.

37 Morgan, "Terminal Flight," 168; Drew Lewis to Craig Fuller, memorandum, "Up-date, PATCO
Situation," June 1981, accessed January 2, 2022,
https://www.reaganlibrary.gov/public/2020-12/40-199-12011813-OA8982-004-2020.pdf.

36 UPI, "Many Flight Controllers Want to Reject New Contract," The New York Times, last
modified June 25, 1981, accessed January 1, 2022,
https://www.nytimes.com/1981/06/25/us/many-flight-controllers-want-to-reject-new-contract.ht
ml?searchResultPosition=1.

35 Richard Witkin, "AIR CONTROL STRIKE CANCELED AS UNION AND U.S. REACH
PACT," The New York Times, last modified June 23, 1981, accessed January 1, 2022,
https://www.nytimes.com/1981/06/23/us/air-control-strike-canceled-as-union-and-us-reach-pact.
html?searchResultPosition=1.

34 Joseph Anthony McCartin, Collision Course: Ronald Reagan, the Air Traffic Controllers, and
the Strike That Changed America (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011), 260-262,
264-268.
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deadline showed a “disdain for the bargaining process” and “the economy we are all trying so

hard to repair.”39

Negotiations reopened August 2, just hours away from the deadline.  Lewis offered the

same $40 million package, but this time allowed controllers to decide how the money would be

applied.  Poli refused, calling this “tokenism.”  Talks soon deadlocked.

Controllers again gathered for the headcount, yet PATCO failed to reach 80%.

Regardless, everyone knew negotiations were a hollow formality.  With or without meeting the

goal, controllers would strike; PATCO had gone too far to turn back.  At 2:30am, Poli claimed

their differences “appeared unresolvable” and left without even knowing the headcount.  Finally,

controllers were on strike.40

Strike!

On August 3, 1981, PATCO’s strike was felt worldwide.  Over 12,000 controllers walked

out, immediately canceling 7,000 flights and disrupting intercontinental travel (Appendix B).41

Never had the U.S. faced such a severe threat to air travel—nor would a strike ever cause such

irreparable damage to the labor movement.

41 Glenn Houlihan, "The Legacy of the Crushed 1981 PATCO Strike," Jacobin, last modified
August 3, 2021, accessed January 2, 2022,
https://www.jacobinmag.com/2021/08/reagan-patco-1981-strike-legacy-air-traffic-controllers-uni
on-public-sector-strikebreaking.

40 Robert Pear, "Strikers Have Valid Points, Lewis Says," The New York Times, last modified
August 10, 1981, accessed January 4, 2022,
https://www.nytimes.com/1981/08/10/us/strikers-have-valid-points-lewis-says.html?searchResult
Position=1; McCartin, Collision Course, 286-287.

39 Oversight of the Air Traffic Controller Situation: Hearings Before the Committee on Post
Office and Civil Service House of Representatives, 97th Cong., 1st Sess. (1981). Accessed
January 1, 2022.
https://books.google.com/books?id=g_YZQ29Qc78C&pg=PA66&lpg=PA66&dq=#v=onepage&
q&f=false.
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Considering Reagan’s letter and generous contract offer, controllers expected a

sympathetic reaction.  However with the world watching, Reagan could not yield to the defiant

controllers who had openly violated the law without appearing weak and unfit.  Thus, Reagan

himself delivered an uncompromising ultimatum: controllers who did not report for work within

48 hours would be fired.  He also refused to negotiate with any illegally striking union,

prioritizing principle over pragmatism.42 Although this timeline allowed hesitant controllers to

return to work, it expired before strikers could feel lost paychecks and understand Reagan’s

resolve.43

Only 500 controllers returned by August 5, making the remaining 11,345 strikers

jobless.44 Those who crossed picket lines were threatened for betraying cherished solidarity

(Appendix C).45

Although leaders had told controllers to prepare for a months-long strike, most thought it

would last only two weeks and were not truly ready.46 Compounding matters was the FAA’s

thorough preparations started in January 1980.47 The FAA’s plans relied on several things:

limiting airborne aircrafts and exaggerating their separation; using retrained supervising,

military, and retired controllers; and cooperating with airlines that canceled flights to relieve

47 Robert Pear, "Cater Aids Drew Strategy For a Strike Months Ago," The New York Times, last
modified August 6, 1981, accessed January 2, 2022,
https://www.nytimes.com/1981/08/06/us/carter-aides-drew-strategy-for-a-strike-20-months-ago.h
tml.

46 1981 Air Traffic Controllers Strike, narrated by Mike Dicen, WAVY Archive, 1981, accessed
January 3, 2022, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nzSnier5l7Y; McCartin, Collision Course,
279.

45 Controllers, narrated by Dan White, UNT, 1981, accessed January 3, 2022,
https://texashistory.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metadc1177156/; "Calling Bob Poli," Collision Course
(blog).

44 Houlihan, "The Legacy," Jacobin; McCartin, Collision Course, 276.
43 McCartin, Collision Course, 284, 294, 299.

42 Ronald Wilson Reagan, President Reagan's Remarks on the Air Traffic Controllers Strike in
Rose Garden, August 3, 1981, Reagan Library, 1981, accessed January 2, 2022,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YEqOSzgQNhI.
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controllers as well as help airlines adjust to deregulation.48 Furthermore, the FAA swiftly moved

to file for strike leaders’ arrests and fined the union $28.8 million in airline damages,

bankrupting PATCO.49

At the strike’s outset, only 50% of flights were cleared, but that number rose to 70% by

August 13—an impressive percentage given there was only 1/5 of controllers employed at

pre-strike levels.50 Nonetheless, the strike was not without consequences for the FAA.

Thousands of flights were canceled or delayed.  Airports were in calamity.  Passengers were

irate.  With the concurrent economic regression, most saw the strike as “ridiculous,” considered

controllers greedy, and endorsed their firings.51

51 John Conyers, "The Air Controllers' Strike Should Be Legalized," The New York Times, last
modified August 13, 1981, accessed January 1, 2022,
https://www.nytimes.com/1981/08/13/opinion/l-the-air-controllers-strike-should-be-legalized-23
1470.html?searchResultPosition=1; 1981 Air Traffic; Shawn G. Kennedy, "Worried Travelers
Prepare to Shift From Airlines," The New York Times, last modified August 3, 1981, accessed
January 3, 2022,
https://www.nytimes.com/1981/08/03/us/worried-travelers-prepare-to-shift-from-airlines.html?se
archResultPosition=4; William Serrin, "A.F.L.-C.I.O. Defers Action To Back Up Air
Controllers," The New York Times, last modified August 7, 1981, accessed January 3, 2022,
https://www.nytimes.com/1981/08/07/us/afl-cio-defers-action-to-back-up-air-controllers.html?se
archResultPosition=2.

50 Northrup, "The Rise," 177.

49 McCartin, Collision Course, 305; UPI, "Controllers' Union, $40 Million in Debt, Files for
Bankruptcy," The New York Times, last modified July 3, 1982, accessed January 8, 2022,
https://www.nytimes.com/1982/07/03/us/controllers-union-40-million-in-debt-files-for-bankrupt
cy.html?searchResultPosition=8.

48 Strike Benefits, performed by Dan White, UNT, 1981, accessed January 3, 2022,
https://texashistory.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metadc1174232/; Paul W. MacAvoy, "An F.A.A.
Mistake," The New York Times, last modified September 16, 1981, accessed January 3, 2022,
https://www.nytimes.com/1981/09/16/opinion/an-faa-mistake.html?searchResultPosition=14;
Operational Contingency Plan, 14-32, accessed January 2, 2022,
https://www.reaganlibrary.gov/public/2020-12/40-199-12011813-OA8982-004-2020.pdf;
McCartin, Collision Course, 281-283.
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Controllers who stayed became an exhausted “skeleton crew.”52 They worked 60-hour

weeks and sometimes slept in facilities.53 Secretly, controllers said flying was “dangerous…

unreliable,” contradicting the government’s unfailing claims of confidence in air travel.54 Even

decades after the strike, the FAA concealed safety problems.  Radar rooms were understaffed,

and less than 60% of those employed were fully qualified.55

In a time of major recession, these stable government jobs were in high demand.  Within

two weeks of the strike, the FAA received over 20,000 applications for controller positions.56

These controllers were pushed through accelerated training and brought into the same facilities

strikers had spent decades working.57 Meanwhile, strikers received letters notifying them they

were not—and never could be—federal employees again.  Although controllers remained

hopeful in the strike’s first weeks, it soon became apparent they would never be rehired.  As far

57 UPI, "F.A.A. Is Accused of 'Lack of Candor,'" The New York Times, last modified November
28, 1981, accessed January 3, 2022,
https://www.nytimes.com/1981/11/28/us/faa-is-accused-of-lack-of-candor.html?searchResultPosi
tion=69.

56 Controllers School, performed by Clint Bond, UNT, 1981, accessed January 3, 2022,
https://texashistory.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metadc1176318/.
https://www.wavy.com/video/wavy-archive-1981-patco-strike-continues/

55 Durnin, "The Professional," 32; Jack A. Blum, "Don't Play Politics With Airline Safety," The
New York Times, last modified December 7, 1986, accessed January 3, 2022,
https://www.nytimes.com/1986/12/07/business/business-forum-breaking-budgetary-logjam-don-t-
play-politics-with-airline-safety.html?searchResultPosition=14; 1981 PATCO; Susan Kellam,
"Controllers: Full Skies, Help Wanted," The New York Times, last modified September 25, 1998,
accessed January 3, 2022,
https://www.nytimes.com/1988/09/25/nyregion/air-control-full-skies-help-wanted.html?searchRe
sultPosition=8; Dana Broach, ed., Recovery of the FAA Air Traffic Control Specialist Workforce,
1981-1992, technical report no. 19981027037 (Oklahoma City: Civil Aeromedical Institute,
1998), 23, accessed January 3, 2022,
https://www.faa.gov/data_research/research/med_humanfacs/oamtechreports/1990s/media/AM9
8-23.pdf.

54 1981 PATCO.
53 McCartin, Collision Course, 301.

52 1981 PATCO Strike Continues, narrated by Mike Dicen, WAVY Archive, 1981, accessed
January 3, 2022, https://www.wavy.com/video/wavy-archive-1981-patco-strike-continues/.
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as Reagan was concerned, the strike was over by August 13.58 This marked an end for

controllers; publicly, PATCO was finished, and new controllers were rebuilding the system.59

PATCO’s demise was official on October 22, 1981, when they were decertified.60

Strikers were devastated.  Not only had they lost a loved, well-paying job and a union they had

worshiped, but the president they had endorsed had banned them from the only profession that

used their nontransferable skills.  Lucky ones got blue-collar jobs, but some found no work.

Tragically, the post-strike stress caused many strikers to develop drinking disorders, suffer

divorces, and die by suicide.61

Not only did Reagan refuse to rehire strikers, but his administration also secretly falsified

documents to fire controllers legitimately excused from work and blacklisted them from both

private-sector and foreign jobs.  Some were refused food stamps and unemployment benefits.62

62 Donald J. Devine to Edwin Meese, III, memorandum, "White House Meeting on Air Traffic
Controllers," December 7, 1981, accessed January 2, 2022,
https://www.reaganlibrary.gov/public/2020-12/40-199-12011813-OA8982-004-2020.pdf;
Robert D. McFadden, "Controllers in Azores Set Boycott, But Atlantic Flights Are Rerouted,"
The New York Times, last modified August 16, 1981, accessed January 3, 2022,
https://www.nytimes.com/1981/08/16/us/controllers-in-azores-set-boycott-but-atlantic-flights-are
-rerouted.html?searchResultPosition=3; Robert D. McFadden, "European Controllers Begin
Actions to Back U.S. Strike," The New York Times, last modified August 8, 1981, accessed
January 3, 2022,
https://www.nytimes.com/1981/08/08/us/european-controllers-begin-actions-to-back-us-strike.ht
ml?searchResultPosition=3; Laura Parker, "FAA AFFIRMS CONTROLLER FILES
ALTERED," The Washington Post, last modified March 12, 1987, accessed January 3, 2022,

61 Durnin, "The Professional," 58.

60 Helwing Villamizar, "Today in Aviation: The FLRA Decertifies PATCO," Airways Magazine,
last modified October 22, 2021, accessed January 4, 2022,
https://airwaysmag.com/today-in-aviation/the-patco-is-decertified/; Richard Witkin, "Appeals
Court Upholds the Decertification of Air Controllers' Union," The New York Times, last
modified June 12, 1982, accessed January 4, 2022,
https://www.nytimes.com/1982/06/12/us/appeals-court-upholds-the-decertification-of-air-control
lers-union.html?searchResultPosition=7.

59 Francis X. Clines, "U.S. MOVES TO HIRE NEW CONTROLLERS," The New York Times,
last modified August 18, 1981, accessed January 3, 2022,
https://www.nytimes.com/1981/08/18/us/us-moves-to-hire-new-controllers.html?searchResultPo
sition=10.

58 Morgan, "Terminal Flight," 172
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Reagan wanted to maintain the strong international image created by his resolve against PATCO

and in doing so, ruined thousands of lives.

Conclusion

PATCO’s ghost haunts labor.  When air systems still functioned despite 70% of

controllers on strike, people called for hiring freezes on all unionized federal fields, believing

them overstaffed and unaware of the dangerous realities of flying.63

The strike propelled Reagan’s presidency.  In 1981, Reagan announced that only work

stoppages involving at least 1,000 workers would be recorded, effectively erasing strikes from

the collective consciousness and making them statistically and historically invisible.64 Moreover,

his hostility towards PATCO sent an international message, particularly to the Soviets, that he

was unwavering.65 His breaking of PATCO marked the dawn of a conservative era that would

prove more anti-labor than ever before.

Reagan’s strike-breaking has been used to justify current implementations of anti-labor

policies.  For example, Governor Scott Walker invoked the PATCO strike to strip private-sector

workers in Wisconsin of their bargaining rights (Appendix D).66 Since the strike, many

companies—including Greyhound Lines, Verizon, and Detroit News—have adopted Reagan’s

66 Scott Walker, "Koch Whore: Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker," interview, Youtube, accessed
January 4, 2022, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WBnSv3a6Nh4.

65 Cody Carlson, "This week in history: Ronald Reagan fires 11,345 air traffic controllers,"
Deseret News, last modified August 5, 2012, accessed January 3, 2022,
https://www.deseret.com/2012/8/5/20505071/this-week-in-history-ronald-reagan-fires-11-345-air
-traffic-controllers.

64 McCartin, Collision Course, 351.
63 Shostak and Skocik, The Air Controllers', 194.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/archive/politics/1987/03/12/faa-affirms-controller-files-altered/
36655410-bd25-436d-991f-0f955a5e4a9f/; Ronald Wilson Reagan, interview by Joseph Rice,
Reagan Library, last modified November 30, 1981, accessed January 4, 2022,
https://www.reaganlibrary.gov/archives/speech/interview-joseph-rice-cleveland-plain-dealer;
Shostak and Skocik, The Air Controllers', 122.
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“PATCO style of negotiating” where they offer nothing to unions, force them to strike, and then

replace them with complacent workers.67 Employers perceive Reagan as unyielding in contract

negotiations.  In reality, the generous contract originally offered would have boosted organized

labor in the coming decades.  After its rejection and impact on Reagan’s presidency, these critical

details have been overlooked.68

Labor now sees strikes as futile, something known as “PATCO syndrome.”  The firings

demonstrated even the most specialized workers are replaceable.  Literature referencing PATCO

was published by both intimidated union leaders and anti-union corporations to deter strike

sentiments.69 Modern unions are so afraid of echoing PATCO’s fall they often settle for less.

Today, rising economic inequality, declining union membership, expanding labor exploitation,

and workers’ lack of strike experience prompt worries that organized labor can never again make

necessary changes through job actions.70

The 1981 strike was the fragmenting explosion of decades of debate over management

failures, unfair working conditions, and resentment over federal union’s inability to bargain over

what really mattered.  PATCO’s unwillingness to accept a massive, unparalleled contract

combined with Reagan’s ensuing hostility catalyzed labor’s decline.  Although the strike

eventually faded from the headlines, PATCO’s legacy still endures today, scarred in the lives of

those who striked in 1981 and ingrained into the minds of those who fight for their rights today.

70 Steve Early, "Strike Lessons from the Last Twenty-Five Years: Walking Out and Winning,"
Against the Current, last modified September/October 2006, accessed January 4, 2022,
https://againstthecurrent.org/atc124/p113/.

69 McCartin, Collision Course, 347.

68 Northrup, "The Rise," 178; William Serrin, "Reagan Stance on Patco Causes Unions Anxiety,"
The New York Times, last modified October 21, 1981, accessed January 4, 2022,
https://www.nytimes.com/1981/10/21/us/reagan-stance-on-patco-causes-unions-anxiety.html?sea
rchResultPosition=3.

67 NIGHTLINE Reports Decline of Unions - PATCO Strike, Phelps Dodge, Hormel Strike,
narrated by Ted Koppel, ABC News, accessed January 4, 2022,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o4f9DGgRZeA; Houlihan, "The Legacy," Jacobin.
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Appendix A

1980 PATCO Cartoon

This cartoon was published in a PATCO newsletter and depicts controllers’ discontent over their

high-stress environments, the archaic and broken equipment they were forced to use, and the

FAA’s unfair management.

ElsnER. Cartoon. PATCO Presidential Update, October 3, 1980, 19. Accessed January 8, 2022.
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Appendix B

The New York Times, August 4, 1981

This image portrays the front page of the New York Times on August 4, 1981.  It discusses the

immediate action following the strike, the failed negotiations between PATCO and the FAA, and

the government’s refusal to bargain with a striking union.  The left column also includes

information about Poland’s Solidarity movement, helping to contrast Reagan’s handling of

PATCO with his support of organized labor abroad.

The New York Times (New York City). "CONTROLLERS STRIKE, HALTING 7,000 FLIGHTS;

REAGAN GIVES 48-HOUR NOTICE ON STRIKERS OF DISMISSAL." August 4, 1981.

Accessed January 4, 2022. https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/

1981/08/04/218795.html?pageNumber=1.
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Appendix C

Air-traffic controllers on strike in Ronkonkoma, New York, in August, 1981

This photograph depicts a spirited, defiant PATCO picket line outside a New York facility before

strikers realized their cause was hopeless.

Handschuh, David. Air-traffic controllers on strike in Ronkonkoma, New York, in August, 1981.

August 1981. Photograph. Accessed January 4, 2022.

https://www.newyorker.com/culture/culture-desk/the-cost-of-defying-the-president.
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Appendix D

Gov WalkerReagan wannabe

This 2011 political cartoon comments on Governor Walker’s comparison of himself to Reagan

when he invoked the breaking of PATCO to justify a bill that stripped Winsconsin workers of

their collective bargaining rights.

"Gov WalkerReagan wannabe." Cartoon. Political Cartoons. Accessed January 4, 2022.

https://politicalcartoons.com/sku/89740.
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